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Products/Services

SGS
ISO APPROVED FIRM

Top Quality Mortar Tubs

For all types of  construction industry

Complete with metal frame and handles

Designed for crane and forklift use

The Flexi Handle

The unique, patented 'Flexi' Handle 
design allows the handle to move 
when lifted by crane when using 

different length slings while it also 
maintains the handle in an upright 
position to facilitate forklift entry 
without the need for the driver to 
dismount.

The tub is rotationally moulded 
in one piece with  no joints to 
ensure a stress free product

Flexible body to facilitate ease 
of  cleaning

Manufactured from medium 
density polyethylene UV 
stabilised

Galvanised high grade steel 
frame including unique 'Flexi' 
handle

All tubs feature stacking lugs

Independently tested and 
certified

Frame is secured to the tub 
body by steel rivets and large 
steel washers

All welded joints are fabricated 
to EN 287-1 standards

Features

STURDY TELEPORTER 250

Benefits
Efficient and Convenient

Durable and practical, user-
friendly tub

Proven Reliability & Safety

Safe and Secure Lifting

Strong and Flexible to withstand 
abuse

Stacking lugs for ease of  
seperation on arrival on site

Galvanised lifting Frame for 
added strength and will not rust

Unique 'Flexi' Handle to 
facilitate crane lifting

Easy to clean

UV Stabilised, which prevents 
degradation and brittleness 
from sunlight exposure

Light and Manoeuvrable

No sharp corners

Rounded edged lifting handles

Integral handle stop, which 

eliminates the need for forklift 
driver to dismount
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STURDY CRANEABLE 250
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The unique design which 
incorporates three moulded in 
legs to facilitate forklifitng does 
not have internal pockets into 
which mortar can lodge.

Manufactured from medium 
density polyethylene UV 
stabilised the Twin Tone Mortar 
Tub 250Ltr is extremely strong 
and durable.   

The STURDY Twintone Mortar Tub is designed specifically for forklift use at low 

levels on construction sites

250lt Twintone Mortar Tub

The Versatile Tub is a durable, long lasting 
product that is relatively maintenance free.

The product has integrated forklift locators 
on both sides.

The handles are welded above and below the 
frame for extra strength.

The support frame is coated as standard to 
help prevent against rusting. 

A 250lt fill line indicator is moulded into the 
product.

Both the Versatile Tub is fully & 
independantly certified.

The Sturdy Versatile Tub combines both forkliftable and craneable features in 

one unique product.

250lt Versatile Mortar Tub

The tubs are extremely strong, durable, and are manufactured to the 

highest quality.  

Both tubs come complete with Sturdy's unique patented 'Flexi' 
Handles.

The support frames and handles are hot dip galvanised to prevent 
against rusting.

The Craneabl Tub is designed for cranes only while the Teleporter Tub 
is designed for crane and teleporter use.

Integrated stacking lugs prevent tubs from sticking when stacked.

The tubs are available in a range of  colours ans come with a signage 
panel which can be personalised as an optional extra.

Both the craneable and teleporter tubs are fully & independantly 
certified.  Documentation is available on our website 
www.sturdyproducts.com.
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250lt Craneable & Teleporter Mortar Tubs
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The Sturdy Euro Mortar Tub 250Ltr is designed 
for cranelift or forklift units with shorter forks.

This fully teseted, certified and approved to 

international standards mortar tub ensures 
safety and compliance on your building site.  

Manufactured to exacting standards and 
detailed specification using medium density 
polyethylene UV stabilised the Euro Mortar Tub 
250Ltr is extremely strong and durable.  

The frame is secured to the body of  the tub by 

steel rivets and large steel washers.  

 

250lt Euro Mortar Tub

The Sturdy Basic Mortar Tub 250Ltr is 
suitable for moving mortar around a site 
at low level. This tub is not suitable for 
crane lifting or high-rise work.

Its wide rim allows it to rest safely on the 
forklift for low level movement about the 
site.

Manufactured from medium density 
polyethylene UV stabilised the 250Ltr 
Basic Mortar Tub is extremely strong and 
durable.  

250lt Basic Mortar Tub

The STURDY Craneable & Teleporter Mortar Tubs have become the norm on 
construction sites.

250lt Craneable 250lt Teleporter
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 The tub features a unique inner surface that 
enhances its non stick characteristic.  

The body of  the mortar tub can be hot foiled stamped with a unique serial number

.
The Twin Tone Mortar Tub 250Ltr is fully and independently certified.  

The flexible body of  the container facilitates ease of  cleaning. 

The Euro Mortar Tub comes complete with a galvanised high grade steel frame and rigid 
handles.  These rigid handles prevent the mortar tubs from locking together when 
stacked.  
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Stacking lugs prevent the tubs from sticking when stacked and allows for ease of  
separation on arrival on site.  

The tub is available in a range of  colours and can can be hot foiled stamped with a 

unique serial number which gives security and traceability over your tubs. 

Its capacity is certified bu UK and Irish Weights and Measures Authority.
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